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The pioneering studies by Katsuki and Jacobsen have led to a
variety of chiral Mn(salen)-based catalysts which epoxidize
alkenes with high enantioselectivity.1 The synthetic utility of these
catalysts has served as a stimulus for the elucidation of the
mechanism of the reaction.2 Three main proposals have been
presented (Scheme 1): Isolated alkenes have been proposed to
react in aconcertedmanner3 (pathway A); conjugated alkenes
have been proposed to react in a stepwiseradical process4

(pathway B); and one applicable to both substrate classes involves
the reversible formation of amanganaoxetane5 (pathway C). A
radical intermediate is supported by the observed formation of
trans epoxides in the epoxidation of cis alkenes.4 No direct
evidence exists that the radical intermediate also intervenes in
the formation of the nonisomerized cis product.6 The picture is
complicated by the observation that modified Eyring plots of the
selectivity show nonlinearities with some substrates,5b but not with
others.4b,c Nonlinearities could be due to the presence of a
reversibly formed intermediate or to competing reactions.7

The purpose of this study is to improve the understanding of
how electronic effects influence the choice of reaction path. We
have employed hybrid density functional methods8 to investigate
possible paths for the reaction between ethene and a simplified
cationic oxo analogue1 of [N,N′-bis(3,5-di-tert-butylsali-

cylidene)1,2-cyclohexanediamine]manganese(III) chloride, where
only the inner frame work is kept.9,10

The calculations indicate that three different spin states are
available to the oxomanganese(V) reactant; singlet, triplet, and
quintet. The energy differences between these states are small;
the triplet is the ground state with the singlet and quintet 6 and
11 kJ/mol, respectively, above. The oxo-manganese bond has
close to triple-bond character in the singlet state, double-bond
character (1.62 Å) in the triplet state1, and in the quintet state1′
it has more single-bond character (1.71 Å). For the triplet state,
one 3dπ and one 3dδ-orbital (symmetry defined by the MnO
moiety) are single-occupied. For the quintet state, the other 3dπ-
orbital and one 2pπ-orbital of the oxo-group are single-occupied
as well.11,12

On the product side, epoxide coordinated to manganese, the
quintet state5 is strongly favored (154 kJ/mol below the triplet
state). As a consequence, a spin change could be expected along
the reaction path,which has been investigated both for triplet and
quintet intermediates and for some transition states. The calculated
reaction profiles are schematically depicted in Figure 1 and the
optimized structures1-4 shown in Figure 2.

On the triplet surface an incoming ethene attacks the oxo group
asynchronously even though the alkene is symmetric.13 The
structure of TS2 for the first C-O bond formation is shown in
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the calculated reaction profiles.
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Figure 2. The barrier for a synchronous attack14 lies 18 kJ/mol
above TS2. The incoming ethene has a weak preference for an
orientation parallel to the salen plane, the barrier for a perpen-
dicular attack being 4 kJ/mol higher.15 On the triplet surface, TS
2 leads to a free radical intermediate3 with an sp2-hybridized
â-carbon. A manganaoxetane4 with a weak Mn-C interaction
was found 22 kJ/mol above3. The formation of3 is also
kinetically favored over4 by 44 kJ/mol. The second C-O bond-
forming step has a high barrier on the triplet surface (60 kJ/mol).
The radical intermediate3 is free to rotate since the barrier for
rotation is much lower.16 In addition there is no driving force
from 3 to the coordinated epoxide5 on the triplet surface since
3 and5 are almost isoenergetic.

The quintet surface is much less complicated. In our theoretical
model the ethene approach on the oxo ligand gives rise to a very
early TS, 34 kJ/mol above the TS on the triplet surface (TS2).
From the quintet TS, the reaction to epoxide product is monotonic
and strongly exothermic. In the region of the first C-O bond-
forming step, the quintet is close in energy to the triplet surface.

A pure quintet reaction cannot justify the experimentally
observed selectivities since the alkene-to-oxo distance in the
quintet TS is too long for steric interactions to exert any influence
on the reaction. Moreover, in the beginning of the reaction the
triplet state is energetically favored compared to the quintet. Our
calculations also indicate that addition of ethene to the singlet
oxo-manganese complex is endothermic with a high activation
barrier. We therefore suggest the reaction to begin by alkene attack
on the triplet surface, followed by spin change to the quintet
surface which leads to the quintet epoxide product without a
barrier.17

Electronic influence from the alkene substituents has been
shown experimentally to affect the diastereoselectivity.18 Accord-

ing to our interpretation of the calculations on ethene, vide supra,
the timing of the triplet-quintet spin crossing might be affected
by substituents resulting in a change in the cis-trans product ratio.
We therefore performed preliminary calculations on 1,2-
dimethoxy and 1,2-dinitroethene, as models for an electron-rich
and electron-poor alkene, respectively.19 The triplet-quintet
energy difference for ethene is 37 kJ/mol in TS2, in favor of the
triplet. For 1,2-dinitroethene this splitting is increased to more
than 60 kJ/mol, but for 1,2-dimethoxyethene, the difference is
only 12 kJ/mol. This suggests that the spin-crossing leading to
quintet product should occur later on the reaction path for electron-
poor alkenes, allowing C-C bond rotation before ring closure.
Electron-rich alkenes will, for the same reason, yield morecis-
epoxide since the spin transition will, to a larger extent, occur
before the radical intermediate is formed.20

According to Jacobsen et al. addition of a conjugated alkene
to the oxomanganese species generates a radical intermediate in
a rate-determining first C-O bond-forming step (Scheme 1,
pathway B). The radical intermediate partitions between collapse
and rotation/collapse to provide a mixture ofcis- and trans-
epoxides. In their model the formation of the two products is
preceded by a common TS in the first step. This is in accordance
with our results provided that the spin change occurs after the
TS for the first C-O bond formation. On the other hand the
barrier for ring closure on the triplet surface is too high (see Figure
1) to avoid a thermodynamic distribution of the product isomers
via rotation around the C-C bond. In other words, only spin
change before the formation of the radical intermediate can
account for the high yields ofcis-epoxides that can be achieved
under optimized conditions.6,21

In conclusion, the concept of spin change can explain the
diastereoselectivity in the manganese(salen)-catalyzed epoxidation
of alkenes. It can also offer a basis for improved control of cis-
trans isomerization and enantioselectivity.
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Figure 2. Optimized structures (bond distances in Å). Oxo-manganese-
(V) triplet 1, TS for asynchronous addition of ethene to oxo-manganese-
(V) triplet 2, radical intermediate triplet3, manganaoxetane triplet4. The
angleR is defined as the twist from planarity of the two N-Mn-O-
C-C-C rings.
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